MASTERING ACADEMY Seminar Overview
Program…

consists of blocks:

Pro Mixing Online Coaching

Block 1: Mixing Power House

Duration: 17 Weeks
Online Mixing Course, consists of 2 blocks

Duration: 6 Weeks
Block 1 prepares you perfectly to jump into your Mixing
Coaching (Block 2) of a project of your choice. You will
optimize your project structure and create advanced
routing schemes which is the basis to apply meaningful
level staging structure in conjunction with a solid
metering knowledge in order to create consistent well‐
balanced mastering‐ready mixes much faster than ever
before. The structure allows you to reduce mouse
traveling and thinking so that you can focus in the
creative part of your job.

Aim:
Achieve "Mastering‐ready" top level mixes with ease, system,
and consistency. We coach you to make your mix sound as
good as your brought in reference and sometimes even better.

Block 1:
‐ Kick Off live Session
‐ Book
‐ Video Modules (< 10h)
‐ 6 Live Q&A Sessions
Block 2:
‐ 11 Live Coaching Sessions, in which we give distinct
feedback and help you to create a great sounding mix
‐ Live 24bit audio streaming between us & your studio
‐ Video Replays of every Coaching Session, so that you
can implement our feedback 1:1 within your own
listening environment after the session.
Ideal preparation for Master Seminar, if you wish to
perfect your mixing skills before.
(no prerequisite for Master Seminar)

Block 2: Mixing Coaching
Duration: 11 Weeks
You see and hear what is needed to bring your mix to
perfection within your own listening environment as we
spill 24bit audio right away on your studio monitors. You
are pointed to detect the weaknesses of your mix and
remedy those and you also learn from the challenges of
your fellows. At the end we prove your mix to be
mastering‐ready and compare it with your reference.

Master Seminar

Block 1: Mastering Theory

Duration: 26 Weeks
Online Intensive Course (3 Blocks)

Duration: 15 Weeks
You will be equipped with a wealth of deep knowledge
on all relevant topics of modern mastering within 15
video modules accompanied by training material and
live Q&A sessions.

Mastering Academy´s Master Seminar is the most
complete course on mastering available on the
international market and at the same time the only
course worldwide, with unique real time 24bit audio
streaming technology which lets you follow each detail
from your personal listening environment to have an
unparalleled learning progress.
This program builds the fundament for both: Upcoming
mastering engineers as well as producers who want to
finalize their own productions and want to extent their
horizon.

Aim:
Continuative training & consultation program to adapt your
skills fully to your working environment to excel your decision‐
making abilities in the mastering process based on deep
knowledge. Become certified professional Mastering Engineer.

Block 2: Mastering Coaching
Duration: 11 Weeks
In this live Coaching Program we work through 10
mastering processes until perfection. You get precise
feedback on your chain and we pitch results with each
other and analyze them, which is big fun with a great
learning result which makes you create great masters.

Block 3: Examination to become
Certified Mastering Engineer
Duration: 2 days – Individual appointment
You deliver an EP mastering job within 48h and get a
score after in‐depth review plus a final personal 1:1
feedback.

